FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Delta and MCS Servo Exhibit the NEW RMC200 at InterSAW 2016
October 12, 2016 – Battle Ground, WA – Delta Computer Systems, Inc. is pleased to announce that
the new RMC200 (up to 32 axis) motion controller will be presented at the International InterSAW
Expo and Conference to be held November 2-3, 2016 at the Olympic Stadium, Montreal Canada. See
http://www.masterpromotions.ca/previous-events/intersaw-2016
Delta is will be exhibiting the entire RMC family of motion controllers with Montreal-based MCS
Servo. One of Delta’s finest distributors, MCS Servo is a dedicated service company, with solid
expertise in motion control, operating in engineering design, system manufacturing, parts distribution
and repair services.

RMC Family of Motion Controllers
This international event offers the opportunity to learn about the latest forest products technology
employed by industry from log yard to primary and secondary breakdown to final product shipment.
Fluid power engineers, designers, operators, maintenance personnel, distributor sales professionals
and students can benefit from attending InterSAW technical conferences along with demonstrations
of new products like the Delta RMC motion controllers at the MCS Servo exhibit booth.
“This International Sawmilling Exhibition, InterSAW is truly a cut above,” stated Delta CEO, Steve
Nylund. “We are pleased to announce our newest, most capable RMC200 and demonstrate our
entire family of high performance RMC closed-loop hydraulic motion controllers at InterSAW 2016.”
Nylund added.
The high performance motion control products that Delta designs, manufactures and markets are used worldwide for hydraulic,
pneumatic and electric closed-loop control in a wide array of single and multi-axis applications, including forest products
testing, energy, automotive, entertainment, plastics, materials, aerospace, metals, food and others.
About Delta Computer Systems: For more than 34 years, Delta has supplied motion controllers, color sensors, and other utility
and industrial products that enable OEMs & integrators to build better machines. For more information contact Bill Savela,
Delta Computer Systems, or email technicalsales@deltamotion.com. Editor: reference InterSAW 2016
In addition to high technology products distribution, MCS-Servo offers additional engineering services in design and system
manufacturing, along with after sales services for repair and technical support. See http://www.mcsservo.com/en/products/categories/

